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ABSTRACT
We consider the magnetic forces in electrically conducting thin disks threaded by magnetic Ðelds orig-
inating in the external (interstellar) medium. We focus on disks that have dimensionless ratios j of the
mass to Ñux that are spatially constant, a condition that we term isopedic. For arbitrary distributions of
the surface density & (which can be nonaxisymmetric and time dependent), we show that the magnetic
tension exerts a force in the plane of the disk equal to [1/j2 times the self-gravitational force. In addi-
tion, if the disk maintains magnetostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction, the magnetic pressure, inte-
grated over the z-height of the disk, may be approximated as (1 ] g2)/(j2] g2) times the gas pressure
integrated over z, where and is the component of the local gravitational Ðeld parallel tog 4 f
A
/2nG& f
Athe plane of the disk. We apply these results to the problem of the stability of magnetized isothermal
disks to gravitational fragmentation into subcondensations of a size comparable to the vertical scale
height of the disk. Contrary to common belief, such dynamical fragmentation probably does not occur.
In particular, the case of the magnetized singular isothermal disk undergoes not dynamical fragmenta-
tion into many subcondensations, but inside-out collapse into a single compact object, a self similar
problem that is studied in a companion paper & Shu(Li 1997).
Subject headings : MHD
1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper, we have emphasized the importance
for the theory of star formation of self-gravitating magne-
tized conÐgurations that have di†erential mass-to-Ñux
ratios " that are spatially constant & Shu One(Li 1996).
rationale for the assumption comes from numerical simula-
tions of cloud core formation by ambipolar di†usion
& Shu which tend to produce(Nakano 1979 ; Lizano 1989),
gravitationally unstable inner regions with approximately
constant values of ". For example, the mass-to-Ñux ratios
in the models by & Mouschovias vary byBasu (1994)
factors of only D2 over the same distances where the den-
sities and magnetic Ðeld strengths vary by several orders of
magnitude. For larger regions in giant molecular clouds, we
have another rationale since astronomers have little a priori
idea what to take for the distribution of ". Mouschovias
and many subsequent workers assume that all clouds(1976)
at one time were homogeneous spheres threaded by
uniform lines of magnetic force. It should be just as per-
missible to begin theoretical investigations with the hypoth-
esis that regions of the same mass contain, on average, the
same magnetic Ñux.
Unless high levels of toroidal Ðeld are present (Tomisaka
magnetized self-gravitating conÐgurations tend to be1991),
at least somewhat Ñattened. An extreme degree of Ñattening,
which is due to support against self-gravity dominantly by
either poloidal magnetic Ðelds or rotation, produces a thin
disk (not necessarily axisymmetric or time independent). As
we shall see below, the analysis of the dynamics of such a
system is greatly simpliÐed by the thin-disk geometry (see
also & MouschoviasBasu 1994).
There exist other circumstances in star formation that
give rise to Ñattened disks or pseudo-disks (see, e.g.,
Shu & Cassen Galli & Shu InTerebey, 1984 ; 1993a, 1993b).
principle, we are interested in each of these circumstances,
although the assumption of a constant mass-to-Ñux ratio
may be harder to justify for a centrifugally supported disk.
To describe the properties of a Ñattened disk, we adopt
cylindrical coordinates (-, r, z). We assume that the mass
density o and current density of the conÐguration havej
enonzero values only within a small range *z> - of the
midplane z\ 0. Thus, we are motivated to deÐne the
surface mass-density & and surface current J by
&(-, r, t) 4
P
*z
o(-, r, z, t)dz , (1.1)
J(-, r, t) 4
P
*z
j
e
(-, r, z, t)dz , (1.2)
with J having only two orthogonal components, J \
J–eü – ] Jr eü r.Our integration over the diskÏs vertical structure pre-
cludes any discussion of phenomenon that depends on the
details of that structure, e.g., the magnetorotational insta-
bility discussed by & Hawley Indeed, apartBalbus (1992).
from the issue of sufficient electrical conductivity, the cir-
cumstellar disks that accompany the formation of stars are
expected to produce conditions (magnetic pressure less than
gas pressure, di†erential rotation of the disk) where we
might expect the Balbus-Hawley instability naturally to
arise. The large-scale treatment of the magnetic Ðelds exter-
nal to the disk developed in this paper should provide good
outer matching conditions for an inner treatment of the
Balbus-Hawley instability in accretion disks. Such outer
matching conditions are largely glossed over in existing
treatments that either take the disk as inÐnitely extended in
z or apply periodic boundary conditions in that direction.
In any case, when we average over scales comparable to
the disk thickness, the nonlinear development of the
Balbus-Hawley instability should introduce additional
terms to the ideal Ñuid equations to be discussed in that° 3
act as a source of anomolous viscosity and resistivity. Such
terms may be important on di†usive timescales for the
transport of mass and angular momentum in the disk and
for the redistribution of magnetic Ñux, but they will not
have material e†ect on the problems of large-scale gravita-
tional instabilities or dynamical collapse that are of primary
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interest here and in & Shu We therefore ignoreLi (1997).
the presence of such di†usive terms in the present dis-
cussions. We remind the reader that in Balbus & HawleyÏs
own discussions, they adopt the equations of ideal magne-
tohydrodynamics when they wish to focus on events that
occur on a dynamical timescale.
The surface current in our problem is not arbitrary but
has properties compatible with the origin of the magnetic
Ðeld threading the disk. By neglecting any z-component to
J, we are ignoring the possibility of any dynamo activity
that might lead to the generation of a systematic toroidal
component of the magnetic Ðeld inside the disk (i.e., a Brthat is even in z). Thus, we assume that the only Ðeld that
exists in the disk comes from twisting (in the r direction) or
bending (in the - direction) an initial interstellar Ðeld that is
even in In these circumstances, and will be odd inB
z
. B– Brz, i.e., they will both vanish at the midplane. The jump in B–and as we cross the plane (by an amount comparable toBrwill approximately be given, in accordance with*
z
)
Ampe reÏs law, by and respectively (see(4n/c)Jr [(4n/c)J–,° 2).
In accordance with PoissonÏs equation, there will also be
an analogous jump in the vertical gravitational Ðeld given
by 4nG&. In other words, the vertical gravitational Ðeld just
above and just below the disk has a magnitude 2nG&. We
choose to deÐne the ratio of the horizontal gravitational
Ðeld (continuous across the disk) to the vertical gravita-f
Ational Ðeld just above the disk as the dimensionless quan-
tity,
g \ fA
2nG&
. (1.3)
In the variables introduced so far, the local value of the
mass-to-Ñux " is given by the ratio
&(-, r, t)
B
z
(-, r, 0, t)
4 " . (1.4)
We henceforth refer to conÐgurations where " is spatially
constant, when it is computed at the footpoint of the Ðeld in
the disk, by the adjective isopedic (from the Latin ped for
foot). In the Ðeld-freezing approximation, an initially iso-
pedic disk retains the same value of " throughout its evolu-
tion. & Shu showed that it is advantageous toLi (1996)
introduce the dimensionless version of this ratio :
j 4 2nG1@2" . (1.5)
The central result of this paper is then the proof of the
following two theorems.
THEOREM 1 : For an arbitary distribution of the surface
density &(-, r, t), which may or may not be in mechanical
equilibrium in the horizontal directions, the magnetic tension
force in the plane of a thin isopedic disk equals [1/j2 times
the horizontal self-gravitaional force f
A
.
THEOREM 2 : If we further assume that the disk is in vertical
magnetostatic equilibrium, then the magnetic pressure inte-
grated over the disk thickness may be approximated as
(1 ] g2)/(j2] g2) times the gas pressure integrated over z.
These two theorems (especially the Ðrst) are remarkable,
since they have the important implication that many results
known for Ñattened unmagnetized disks can be easily gener-
alized for disks that are magnetized isopedically. We shall
comment particularly on two applications : (a) the fragmen-
tation of Ñattened supercritical conÐgurations (see below
and and (b) the self-similar, inside-out, gravi-Mestel 1965),
tational collapse of an isopedically magnetized, singular iso-
thermal disk (see the following paper by & ShuLi 1997).
The plan of our paper is as follows. In we give the° 2,
formal proof of the two theorems. In we write down the° 3,
governing dynamical equations under conditions when our
two theorems are valid, In we apply these equations to° 4,
the problem of the stability of self-gravitating, isopedically
magnetized, isothermal disks, which may or may not be
rotating (see also and & LovelaceSchmitz 1987 Zwiebel
In particular, we demonstrate that the isopedic, sin-1997).
gular isothermal disk discussed by & ShuLi
by ambipolar di†usion as the pivotal state(1996)Èreached
of gravomagneto catastrophe in the extreme limit where
j ] 1Èis not unstable to fragmentation into sub-
condensations with sizes typical of the vertical scale height
of the disk (see Adams, & LizanoMestel 1965 ; Shu, 1987 ;
Hanawa, & Nakano Instead, such a mag-Nakamura, 1995).
netically supported disk will collapse from inside-out to
form a compact protostellar system (see the accompanying
paper by & Shu in a manner reminiscent of theLi 1997),
self-similar collapse solution found by for anShu (1977)
unmagnetized singular isothermal sphere. In we sum-° 5,
marize our Ðndings and speculate on their implications for
star formation in the cluster mode.
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS
2.1. First T heorem
In the circumstances described in the two com-° 1,
ponents of Ampe reÏs law, parallel to the$ Â B \ 4nj
e
/c,
disk plane can be expressed as
LB–
Lz
[ LBz
L-
\ 4n
c
j
er
,
1
-
LB
z
Lr
[ LBr
Lz
\ 4n
c
j
e– . (2.1)
For a thin disk, the terms on the left-hand side containing
z-derivatives vastly dominate over those containing -- or
r-derivatives. For the proof of the Ðrst therorem, we
approximate the disk as inÐnitesimally thin, in which case
Integration in z across the disk thickness thenj
e
\ J d(z).
produces the identiÐcations,
4n
c
Jr \ 2B–` ,
4n
c
J– \ [2Br` , (2.2)
where and are evaluated just above the upperB–` Br`surface of the disk. The cross product of J/c with the contin-
uous component of Ðeld that threads verticallyB
z
eü
zthrough the disk then yields the horizontal force of mag-
netic tension per unit surface area, as we may readily verify
by integrating across z\ 0, with(1/4n)B
z
LB
A
/Lz
B
A
4 B– eü – ] Br eü r . (2.3)
If we write the tension force per unit area acting on the
matter in the disk as where is the corresponding&ften, ftenforce per unit mass (acceleration), we get
ften4
1
c&
(J ] eü
z
B
z
) \ BA`
2n"
, (2.4)
where we have used to eliminateB
z
\&/" B
z
.
Above the disk exists a vacuum, and the current-free
(curl-free) magnetic Ðeld is derivable from a scalar potential
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((-, r, z, t) :
B \ +( , (2.5)
with $ Æ B \ 0 implying
+2( \ 0 for z[ 0 . (2.6)
This partial di†erential equation (PDE) is to be solved in
the upper hemisphere subject to the boundary conditions
(BCs) :
L(
Lz
\ &
"
on z\ 0 ] , (2.7)
eü
r
Æ $] 0 as r \ (-2] z2)1@2 ] O . (2.8)
But the PDE for the gravitational potential V satisÐes
+2V\ 0 for z[ 0 ; (2.9)
and is has the associated BCs :
LV
Lz
\ 2nG& on z\ 0 ] ; (2.10)
eü
r
Æ $V] 0 as r \ (-2] z2)1@2 ] O . (2.11)
Apart from a multiplicative constant, equations (2.6)È(2.8)
are identical to equations The standard exis-(2.9)È(2.11).
tence and uniqueness proof for the solution of LaplaceÏs
equation subject to Neumann BCs on a closed surface then
implies
((-, r, z, t) \V(-, r, z, t)
2nG"
, (2.12)
where V is given by PoissonÏs integral,
V(-, r, z, t)\ [G
Q
dr@
]
P
0
= &(-@, r@, t)-@ d-@
[-2] -@2[ 2--@ cos (r[ r@)] z2]1@2 . (2.13)
Thus,
B \ $( \ 1
2nG"
$V\ [ 1
2nG"
fgrav , (2.14)
where Just above the disk, we havefgrav \ [$V.
fgrav \ fA [ 2nG&eü z for z\ 0 ] , (2.15)
where we may compute from with V evalu-f
A
f
A
\ [$
A
V,
ated from when z is set to zero. With theequation (2.13)
z-component of the gravitational Ðeld given by [2nG&, the
z-component of recovers the relationequation (2.14) B
z
\
&/".
implies for an isopedic disk that magneticEquation (2.14)
Ðeld lines coincide with gravitational Ðeld lines (but are
oppositely directed) above the disk. Below the disk, z\ 0, B
has the same direction as i.e., reverse the sense that itfgrav,has for z[ 0. Inside the disk, equations and(2.4) (2.14)
imply the Ðrst theorem:
ften \ [
1
j2 fA . (2.16)
The combined forces of magnetic tension and gravitational
Ðelds therefore act as diluted horizontal gravity :
f 4 ften ] fA \ vfA . (2.17)
where
v4 1 [ 1
j2 , (2.18)
with vº 0 if j º 1, which is presumably true for all gravita-
tionally bound disks. These results complete our proof of
the Ðrst theorem.
2.2. Second T heorem
The force per unit volume associated with the magnetic
pressure is given by [$(B2/8n), where
B24 B–2 ]Br2] Bz2 . (2.19)
If we integrate [$(B2/8n) from z\ [O to z\ ]O, the
contribution from the z-component of the magnetic pres-
sure gradient vanishes if B2] 0 as o z o] O. Thus, we get
the magnetic force per unit projected surface area as
[$
A
P
~=
`= B2
8n
dz , (2.20)
where we have deÐned
$
A
4 eü –
L
L-
] e
ü r
-
L
Lr
. (2.21)
The total integral in is not available to actequation (2.20)
on the matter. In the vacuum regions above and below the
disk, the magnetic pressure gradient does not vanish but
counteracts instead a nonzero force of magnetic tension, so
that the sum produces a force-free environment. We denote
the part of the projected magnetic pressure acting on the
matter as For a disk of small but nonvanishing thick-%
m
.
ness, we estimate to have the value%
m
%
m
\
P
*z
B2
8n
dz\
Az0B2`
4n
B
, (2.22)
where is the e†ective half-thickness of the disk and isz0 B2`the value of B2 evaluated just above the upper disk surface.
While our estimate for is plausible on dimensional%
mgrounds, the possiblility exists for a multiplicative factor of
order unity whose exact value would depend on the details
of the diskÏs vertical structure. We have Ðxed the coefficient
in by requiring agreement in the case ofequation (2.22)
the pivotal singular isothermal disk, for which we have
analytical expressions from the study of the full three-
dimensional (axisymmetric) problem (see & ShuLi 1996
and ° 4.2 below).1
To derive expressions for and we begin with az0 B2` ,generalization of equation (51) of & Shu whichLi (1996),
states that vertical magnetostatic equilibrium in a thin disk
requires the sum of the gas plus magnetic plus gravitational
pressures to be independent of z :
P
g
] B2
8n
] n
2
Gp2\ K , (2.23)
1 In principle, we need to make a Ðnite-thickness correction for the
magnetic tension calculation of if we are to include terms of the order° 2.1
of the magnetic pressure. In practice, our method of Ðxing the coefficient in
by comparison with the requirements of an exact calculationeq. (2.22)
makes e†ectively not the true vertically integrated force due to[$
A
%
mmagnetic pressure, but the net di†erence between this force and that from
the Ðnite-thickness correction for magnetic tension.
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where is the gas pressure andP
g
p 4 2
P
0
zo dz . (2.24)
In the midplane, p \ 0, whereasB– \ Br\ 0, Bz \&/",where is the vertically integrated gas pres-P
g
\%
g
/2z0 %gsure and is the (pressure) half-height. Thus,z0 equationyields at z\ 0 :(2.23)
K \ %g
2z0
] &2
8n"2 . (2.25)
For p \ &, and-? z? z0, Pg \ 0, B \ (&/")eü z(see eqs. and At these locations[ f
A
/2nG" [2.14] [2.15]).
impliesequation (2.23)
K \ &2
8n"2]
f
A
2
32n3G2"2 ]
n
2
G&2 . (2.26)
Equating equations and we get(2.25) (2.26),
%
g
z0
\ nG&2] f A2
4nGj2 , (2.27)
where we have made use of With the furtherequation (1.5).
becomesdeÐnition (1.3), equation (2.27)
z0\
%
g
nG&2
A j2
j2] g2
B
. (2.28)
Applied to the same position above the disk, equation
can also be expressed(2.23)
B2`
8n
\ K [n
2
G&2 . (2.29)
Substituting in the for K, we obtainexpression (2.25)
B2`
8n
\ %g
2z0
]n
2
G&2
A1 [ j2
j2
B
. (2.30)
Multiplication of the above by where is given by2z0, z0now yields forequation (2.28), equation (2.22) :
%
m
\ %
g
C
1 ]
A j2
j2] g2
BA1 [ j2
j2
BD
\ %
g
A 1 ] g2
j2] g2
B
,
(2.31)
which proves theorem 2. If we sum the gas and magnetic
contributions, we get for the total pressure,
% \ %
g
] %
m
\ #%
g
, (2.32)
where
# 4
1 ] j2 ] 2g2
j2] g2 . (2.33)
In the limit, j2] 1, notice that # ] 2, independent of g.
This fortunate circumstance (magnetic pressure contrib-
uting merely to double the gas pressure) will considerably
simplify the discussion of the gravitational collapse of
disklike pivotal singular states (see, e.g., & ShuLi 1997).
2.3. Interpretations and Special Cases
Combined with allows theequation (2.14), equation (1.3)
identiÐcation, which yields an intuitiveg2\ (B–2 ]Br2)/Bz2,understanding of The contributions ofequation (2.28). B–
and to the magnetic pressure above and below the diskBr(but not at the midplane), in the proportion (B–2 ]Br2)/Bz2compared to the contribution of helps to compress theB
z
,
disk thickness relative to its unmagnetized value %
g
/nG&2
(reached in the limit j ] O) by a factor j2/(j2] g2), where
j is the dimensionless mass-to-Ñux ratio. (See also Wardle
& Ko nigl who consider, however, a situation where1993,
the diskÏs self-gravity is negligible in comparison with the
gravity of a central mass point.)
For an ideal gas of constant temperature T and mean
molecular mass m, the vertically integrated gas pressure has
the simple expression, where a 4 (kT /m)1@2 is the%
g
\ a2&,
isothermal sound speed. then becomesEquation (2.32)
% \ aeff2 & , (2.34)
where
aeff2 4 #a2 (2.35)
is the square of the e†ective magnetosonic speed and # is
given by equation (2.33).2
Finally, we note that the derived results have satisfying
qualitative explanations. The tension force depends on the
behavior of magnetic Ðelds above the disk, whose e†ects can
propagate with essentially inÐnite speed because they occur
in a vacuum. For this reason, the magnetic tension force is
treatable as action at a distance (in the MHD approx-
imation where we neglect MaxwellÏs displacement current).
The magnetic pressure force acts directly on matter inside
the disk ; thus, its e†ect propagates with Ðnite speed (the
e†ective magnetosonic speed in the disk). For this reason,
the magnetic pressure force is calculated as a local gradient,
even after accounting for the thin vertical structure of the
disk.
3. GOVERNING DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
3.1. Ideal Fluid Equations
For an isopedic disk, if we denote u and j as, respectively,
the --component of Ñuid velocity and the z-component of
the ÑuidÏs speciÐc angular momentum, the equation of con-
tinuity is
L&
Lt
] 1
-
L
L-
(-&u) ] 1
-2
L
Lr
(&j) \ 0 ; (3.1)
whereas the two planar components of the force equation
read
Lu
Lt
] u Lu
L-
] j
-2
Lu
Lr
[ j2
-3\ [
1
&
L
L-
(#%
g
) [ v LV
L-
;
(3.2)
Lj
Lt
] u Lj
L-
] j
-2
Lj
Lr
\ [ 1
&
L
Lr
(#%
g
) [ v LV
Lr
. (3.3)
In these equations, is an arbitrarily speciÐable, vertically%
gintegrated, gas pressure, and the self-gravitational potential
V is evaluated from at z\ 0. Except for theequation (2.13)
factors v and # given by equations and equa-(2.18) (2.33),
2 The square of the magnetosonic speed is usually computed as aeff2 \where for isothermal variations of a gas, whereas(c
g
P
g
] c
m
P
m
)/o, c
g
\ 1
for one-dimensional compressions of the magnetic Ðeld, sincec
m
\ 2 P
m
4
B2/8n P o2 in such compressions (see, pp. 307È308 The corre-Shu 1992).
sponding expression, when integrated over the vertical height of the disk,
reads where the e†ective sinceaeff2 \ (%g] %m)/&, cm \ cg \ 1 %m P %gP& in compressions.
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tions are identical to the usual Ñuid equations for(3.1)È(3.3)
an unmagnetized thin disk (see, e.g., eqs. [11.3]È[11.5] of
In particular, multiplication of byShu 1992). equation (3.3)
& and integration over angle r shows that pressure forces,
gas dynamic plus magnetic, contribute no net torque on the
matter in the disk (because they are internal forces for which
NewtonÏs third law applies).
It is trivial to generalize our results to a situation in which
there is a gravitational potential arising externally toVextthe mass distribution threaded isopedically by the assumed
magnetic Ðeld. In such a case, the analogous terms involv-
ing the derivatives of should be included on the right-Vexthand sides of equations and but without(3.2) (3.3),
reduction by the magnetic dilution factor, v. The additional
gravitational Ðeld will also modify the vertical-balance con-
siderations of which could require a recalculation of° 2.2,
the pressure enhancement factor #. We ignore such e†ects
in the present paper.
3.2. Shock Jump Conditions
Ideal Ñuid equations need to be supplemented with jump
conditions if shocks arise in the problem. We write equa-
tions in their conservation forms in the frame of(3.1)È(3.3)
the shock in the disk, decomposed in directions s along and
n normal to the front (see pp. 220È221), assumingShu 1992,
that is continuous across the We mayf
A
\ [$
A
V shock.3
then derive the jump conditions for mass and momentum
conservation in the forms :
&2 wn2 \ &1wn1 , &2wn22 ] #2%g2 \ &1wn12 ] #1%g1 ,
w
s2 \ ws1 , (3.4)
where w denotes the Ñuid velocity relative to the shock front
and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the conditions just
upstream and downstream from the shock (after a relax-
ation layer where the gas cools down from viscous deceler-
ation and heating and reacquires vertical magnetostatic
equilibrium). The net jump are to be com-conditions (3.4)
pleted therefore by adopting an equation of state that
relates to & before and after the shock.%
gThe simplest such equation of state is an isothermal one,
with a2 equal to the same value on both sides of%
g
\ a2&,
the shock. If j2 is neither 1 (when # \ 2) nor O (when
# \ 1), # will not generally have the same value on both
sides of the shock. The complication arises because g2D g1if remains continuous but & is discontinuous across thef
Ashock in The elimination of andequation (1.3). w
n2 %g2from the jump conditions in favor of therefore generally&2results in a quartic equation (rather than a simple
quadratic) for the density jump Only two of the&2/&1.roots are real and º1 when (super-w
n1[ #11@2 amagnetosonic upstream Ñow), and one of these is the trivial
root (no shock at all). The desired solution is the&2/&1\ 1real root[1.
For j2\ 1 (disk almost purely supported by magnetic
Ðelds) or O (unmagnetized disk), # remains a constant
across the shock, independent of any jumps in g. In these
special cases, the discontinuity behaves as an ““ isothermal
shock,ÏÏ in which case we have the jump condition :
3 For an inÐnitesimally thin disk, a discontinuous jump in & formally
produces a logarithmic singularity in the gravitational Ðeld at the position
of the shock. Since such a singularity is integrable across the shock, it
contributes nothing to the shock jump conditions. In any case, the singu-
larity would not arise in a disk of Ðnite but small vertical thickness.
or whenw
n1 wn2 \ #a2, &2/&1\ wn12 /#a2 [ 1 wn1 [#1@2a. In general, however, the shock is not ““ isothermal,ÏÏ
even given isothermality of the gaseous equation of state,
because of a di†erence in the increase of the magnetic pres-
sure and the decrease in the e†ective height overB2` /8n 2z0which the shock compression is felt.
Before we leave this subsection, we remark that the only
shock waves contemplated here are fast magnetosonic
shocks (integrated over the disk thickness). The interme-
diate and slow shock make no appearance in a treatment
that treats as action at a distance the e†ects of the two
components of B parallel to the plane in which the shock
wave lies.
4. EQUILIBRIA AND STABILITY OF MAGNETIZED
ISOTHERMAL DISKS
4.1. Magnetized Equilibria of Singular Isothermal Disks
As the simplest application of the equations of we° 3,
consider the equilibrium properties of an isopedic, singular
isothermal disk (see & Shu Such a disk has anLi 1996).4
axisymmetric surface-density distribution given by
&(-) \ (1] H0)a2
nG-
, (4.1)
where represents the density overfactor supportedH0? 1by magnetic Ðelds and/or rotation. To evaluate the gravita-
tional Ðeld at z\ 0, [LV/L-, associated with equation
we introduce the following trick (see when(4.1), eq. [2.13]
we substitute in eq. [4.1]) :
[ LV
L-
\ (1 ] H0)
a2
n
lim
R?=
L
L-
Q
dr@
]
P
0
R d-@
(-2] -@2[ 2--@ cos r@)1@2 . (4.2)
The inner integral equals
ln [(-2] R2[ 2-R cos r@)1@2 ]R[ - cos r@]
[ ln [-(1[ cos r@)] . (4.3)
Performing a --di†erentiation and taking the limit R] O
yields [1/-. Thus, becomesequation (4.2)
[ LV
L-
\ [(1 ] H0)
2a2
-
\ [2nG& , (4.4)
4 After the submission of the original version of this paper, our atten-
tion was drawn to two sets of work closely related to the discussions of the
present section. has also considered the equilibrium andSchmitz (1987)
stability of magnetized, self-gravitating, isothermal Mestel disks, where
His disks have zero thickness and therefore contain)PB
z
P&P -~1.
only the forces of magnetic tension but not those of magnetic pressure.
However, his stability analysis is nonlocal and exact, performed without
the beneÐt of the WKBJ approximation. Despite these di†erences, Schmitz
reaches many of the same conclusions that we do. In particular, he Ðnds
that the conditions for marginal axisymmetric stability of the (isopedically)
magnetized disk can be simply transcribed from the unmagnetized case by
simple rescalings. These rescalings work because the force of magnetic
tension in an isopedic disk bears the same relationship to self-gravity in the
perturbational state that it does in the equilibrium state. & TremaineSyer
have a preprint where they show that scale-free, nonmagnetized,(1996)
razor-thin disks have a range of equilibria much wider than previously
imagined. In addition to axisymmetric states, they are able to Ðnd station-
ary equilibria that correspond to bars, one-armed spirals, two-armed
spirals, etc. In other words, disturbances that are marginally unstable in
axisymmetric power-law disks have interesting Ðnite-amplitude counter-
parts because of previously unsuspected but possible exact balance of
forces.
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where we have used Since the magnitude ofequation (4.1).
is now becomesequation (4.4) f
A
, equation (1.3)
g \ 1 , (4.5)
which agrees with & ShuÏs Ðnding that g \Li (1996)
for a nonrotating, isopedically magnetized, sing-B–`/Bz \ 1ular isothermal disk. Our result is more general, however,
since we allow for the possibility of rotation.
We adopt a distribution of speciÐc angular momentum
suggested by the Ñat rotation curves found by &Basu
MouschoviasÏs calculations of magnetic braking of(1994)
cloud cores that form by ambipolar di†usion :
j \ ba- , (4.6)
where b is a dimensionless constant. With g2\ 1, equation
implies(2.33)
# \ j2] 3
j2] 1 . (4.7)
Substitution of equations and into(2.18), (4.1), (4.4), (4.7)
with u \ 0, yields the requirementequation (3.2),
[b2\ j2] 3
j2] 1 [ 2
Aj2[ 1
j2
B
(1] H0) , (4.8)
which we choose to regard as a quadratic equation for j2
given and b2. Notice that all dependence on position -H0in the disk has dropped out. The isopedic singular isother-
mal disk with a Ñat rotation curve is self-similar in both its
equilibrium and stability properties as well(Schmitz 1987)
as its collapse properties (Li & Shu 1996, 1997).
In nondimensional terms, the mass-to Ñux ratio j
required magnetically to support a disk of surface over-
density and rotation velocity b is given byH0
j2\ 1
2(1[ b2] 2H0)
M(3 ] b2) ] [(3] b2)2
] ] 8(1 ] H0)(1[ b2 ] 2H0)]1@2N . (4.9)
From the perspective of the problem of the quasi-
magnetostatic evolution of molecular cloud cores to gravo-
magneto catastrophe by ambipolar di†usion (Nakano
& Shu represents the1979 ; Lizano 1989), equation (4.9)
most general Ñattened pivotal state to which evolutionary
solutions of the type calculated by & MouschoviasBasu
for rotating magnetized clouds are asymptotically(1994)
attracted as t ] 0 [ , where t \ 0 is the moment of catas-
trophe. Below, we consider the two opposite extremes of the
general dislike solutions.
For the nonrotating, magnetized, singular isothermal
disk, b \ 0 and has the approx-H0? 1, equation (4.9)imation,
j2\ 1 ] 1
H0
, (4.10)
in agreement with & ShuÏs evaluation of j2 in thisLi (1996)
case. For such a disk, the magnetic dilution factor v is
v\ 1
1 ] H0
, (4.11)
whereas the pressure enhancement factor # is
# \ 2 , (4.12)
in the limit H0? 1.
At the other extreme, a nonmagnetized, rotating, singular
isothermal disk has an inÐnite j2, reached when b2 attains
its maximum value,
b2\ 1 ] 2H0 . (4.13)
For such a disk,
v\ 1 , # \ 1 . (4.14)
4.2. L ocal Dispersion Relationship
Consider the stability of self-gravitating, magnetized,
rotating disks of the type considered in More gener-° 4.1.
ally, let the radial pull of gravity (external and internal) be
balanced in the equilibrium state by a combination of cen-
trifugal forces associated with a distribution of speciÐc
angular momentum j(-), gas pressure characterized by an
isothermal sound speed a, and magnetic forces arising from
an isopedic distribution of magnetic We may performÑux.5
a local stability analysis of the equations in by assuming° 3
small-amplitude disturbances Pexp [iut [ mr] /– k(-)
d-], where k(-) is the radial wavenumber and is assumed to
satisfy o k o-? 1 (see pp. 135È147). The WKBJShu 1992,
dispersion relationship then reads
(u[ m)2) \ i2 [ 2nvG o k o&] #k2a2 , (4.15)
where )4 j/-2 is the angular speed of rotation, and i2 is
the square of the epicyclic frequency :
i24 1
-3
d
d-
( j2) . (4.16)
The only modiÐcation from the standard dispersion
relationship for spiral density waves (e.g., & Shu isLin 1968)
the substitution of #a2 for a2 (because of the enhancement
of the square of the e†ective speed of sound associated with
magnetic pressure) and the replacement of G by vG (because
of the dilution of self-gravity by the e†ects of magnetic
tension). All of the analytical results known from the study
of spiral density waves can be imported intact to iso-
pedically magnetized disks by making these two simple
modiÐcations.6
4.3. Stability of Nonrotating Singular Isothermal Disk
Because of the lack of an intrinsic frequency scale in the
problem, the nonrotating disk (or one with a Ñat rotation
curve extending right to the origin) represented by equation
has no global normal modes of small amplitude whose(4.1)
time dependence is of the form eiut with u equal to any
nonzero complex constant (see also ZangÏs study of the
““Mestel disk ÏÏ in a stellar dynamical context, as reported by
5 In the approximation that a vacuum exists above and below the disk,
Ðeld lines in these regions rotate at the same angular rate as their foot-
points in the disk. Under some circumstances, the uniform rotation of
outwardly bending Ðeld lines within the disk can help to launch a magne-
tocentrifugally driven wind from the diskÏs surface (see, e.g., &Wardle
Ko nigl In such circumstances, the regions above and below1993 ; Li 1995).
the disk cannot be self-consistently treated as having vacuum Ðelds. We
ignore such possibilities in the present paper, with the understanding that
the results can be changed when external magnetic stresses exist, e.g., to
torque down the disk.
6 In addition to spiral density waves, the disk admits zero-frequency
perturbations that correspond to the interchange of magnetic Ñux tubes
accompanied by no other disturbance in the disk (see, e.g., &Zweibel
Lovelace Isopedically magnetized disks are marginally unstable to1997).
the interchange instability because interchanging equivalent Ñux tubes
with identical amounts of matter tied to them neither increases nor
decreases the total magnetic or the total gravitational energy, after we let
everything relax back to equilibrium.
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We can, nevertheless, examine the disk forToomre 1977).
local axisymmetric instabilities, using equation (4.15)
specialized to the case i2\ 0 and m\ 0,
u2 \ [ 2nG o k o&
1 ] H0
] 2k2a2 , (4.17)
where we have made use of equations and(4.11) (4.12).
According to instability to axisymmetricequation (4.17),
clumping occurs if the radial wavenumber satisÐes
o k o\
nG&
(1 ] H0)a2
. (4.18)
Substituting in the equilibrium expression, equation (4.1),
we obtain that the disk is unstable to condensation into
rings only when
o k o\ -~1 . (4.19)
Since the validity of the WKBJ approximation requires
o k o-? 1, can be considered only suggestiveequation (4.19)
rather than quantitatively precise. Nevertheless, the local
stability analysis indicates that only axisymmetric dis-
turbances with radial wavelength scales longer than the
local circumference of the singular disk are unstable when
the disk is magnetized In other words, such aisopedically.7
a disk is not unstable to fragmentation, although it is
unstable to overall gravitational collapse, in agreement with
analysis when b \ 0.96. Moreover,SchmitzÏs (1987)
suggests that such collapse will always occurequation (4.17)
fastest in the densest portions of the disk ; thus, we should
expect the collapse to occur from inside out (see & ShuLi
1997).
The reason for the departure from conventional expecta-
tions (e.g., et al. et al.Mestel 1965 ; Shu 1987 ; Nakamura
is easy to discern. The conventional expectation that a1995)
Ñattened supercritical disk should fragment into many
pieces, each with a characteristic size of the order of the
vertical scale height of the disk is based on a virialz0,theorem treatment that implicitly assumes magnetic tension
forces to be not much larger than magnetic pressure forces.
If that assumption had held, the small term v\ 1/(1] H0)in would be replaced by something more onequation (4.18)
the order of unity. Then instability would arise when
LedouxÏs criterion is satisÐed, where(1951) o k o[ z0~1, z0D(see, e.g., Calvet, & Boss But,a2/nG&>- Hartmann, 1996).
in fact, for a thin disk, the magnetic tension force is much
larger than the magnetic pressure force, by an approximate
factor compared to 1. The dilution of self-gravitationalH0forces by the magnetic tension by the factor v\ 1/(1] H0)then greatly reduces the tendency of the disk to fragment.
Indeed, in the present case, it eliminates it altogether. Only
if were not much greater than unity would our argumentH0break down. But the nonrotating magnetized equilibrium in
the latter case would not be a thin disk either (see, e.g., &Li
Shu 1996).
4.4. T he E†ects of Rotation and Finite T hickness
Given the discussion of one might try to salvage the° 4.3,
case for dynamical fragmentation by allowing the equi-
7 The nonaxisymmetric problem has a similar conclusion if m> o k o-,
and we consider local disturbances that corotate with the angular speed
)(-) of the ambient matter. Only disturbances with radial wavenumbers
smaller than the right-hand side of are unstable to non-eq. (4.18)
axisymmetric fragmentation.
librium disk to be thin because of rotation rather than
because of a high degree of magnetic support. In this case, v
need not be small, yet the conÐguration will still be rela-
tively Ñat. But the problem is now reduced to one con-
sidered by The production of localToomre (1964).
condensational fragments depends on the value taken by a
simple modiÐcation of ToomreÏs Q-parameter :
Q4
#1@2 ai
nvG&
. (4.20)
The dispersion for a disk of inÐnitesimalrelation (4.15)
thickness allows no locally unstable disturbances if Q equals
or exceeds 1. For a given level of a, i, and &, the e†ects of
magnetic pressure (which increases a to #1@2a) and of mag-
netic tension (which reduces G to vG) both make ToomreÏs
Q-criterion easier to satisfy for a magnetized disk than for
an unmagnetized one. Therefore, let us consider the limit of
an unmagnetized singular isothermal disk with a Ñat rota-
tion curve : j\ ba-, v\ 1, # \ 1, i \ 21@2ba/-, and b2\ 1
With & given by now] 2H0. equation (4.1), equation (4.20)becomes
Q\ [2(1] 2H0)]1@2
1 ] H0
, (4.21)
which can be less than unity if exceeds 1] J2 \ 2.414,H0or, equivalently, if b exceeds 2.414. The latter di†ers only
slightly from nonlocal (magnetized orSchmitzÏs (1987)
unmagnetized) criterion for ringlike instability : b [ 2.33.
The half-height for an unmagnetized singular isothermal
disk is given by
z0\
a2
nG&
\ -
1 ] H0
, (4.22)
which corresponds to an aspect ratio, forz0 :-\ 1 : 3.414Such a disk is not very thin, and the leastH0\ 1 ] J2.easily stabilized disturbance in it satisÐes o k o z0\ 1.For disturbances where however, the correc-o k o z0D 1,tions due to the e†ects of Ðnite disk thickness are consider-
able. In particular, the dispersion relationship for spiral
density waves, modiÐed for the e†ects of the isopedic
threading of magnetic Ðeld lines, now reads
(u[ m))2\ i2[ 2n½G o k o&
1 ] o k o z0
] #k2a2 , (4.23)
where the factor equals1/(1] o k o z0) VandervoortÏs (1971)estimate for the ““ reduction factor for Ðnite thickness ÏÏ dis-
cussed by & Shu With v\ 1, # \ 1,Lin (1968). z0\a2/nG&\ Qa/i, and Q\ ai/nG&, a little algebra yields the
curve of marginal stability, (u[ m))2\ 0, associated with
asequation (4.23)
1 [ 2f
1 ] Q2 f Q2f2\ 0 , (4.24)
where f4 o k o nG&/i2 is a dimensionless wavenumber.
Solving the above as a quadratic equation for Q2, we get
Q2\ 1
2f2 [[(f] 1) ] (9f2[ 2f] 1)1@2] , (4.25)
which displays a maximum at f\ 1.113, where Q\ 0.6470.
Ignoring thickness modiÐcations for the properties of the
equilibrium state, now yields the value ofequation (4.21) H0
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for a marginally stable, singular isothermal disk as H0\8.026, a substantial correction of our previous estimate
(giving therefore a thinner, marginally stable,H0\ 2.414disk). Nevertheless, the least easily stabilized disturbance
still has a wavenumber
o k o\ 1.113 i2
nG&
\ 2.226
A1 ] 2H0
1 ] H0
B
-~1 \ 4.205-~1 ,
(4.26)
that corresponds to a rather global wavelength : 2n/
o k o\ 1.494-.
In summary, if gravitational fragmentation occurs under
conditions not far removed from marginal stability, it
would probably yield, at best, only a few subcondensations.
The mechanism remains viable as a candidate for the origin
of binary or multiple star systems, but probably not of a
star cluster. In any case, the introduction of dynamically
important levels of magnetic Ðelds makes the problem of
dynamical fragmentation more difficult. Workers who
doubt the feasibility of gravitationally fragmenting disks
that are centrifugally supported and unmagnetized should
not feel sanguine about the possibility of the dynamical
fragmentation of magnetized molecular clouds that start as
near-equilibrium objects. The condition of the equilibrium
itself stands as a substantial obstacle to fragmentation into
many pieces.
5. SUMMARY AND SPECULATION
We have demonstrated that magnetic forces are easily
calculated for electrically conducting thin disks with arbi-
trary surface density and pressure distributions, if the mass-
to-Ñux ratio is spatially constant (with Ðeld freezing then
guaranteeing temporal constancy). For such isopedic disks,
the magnetic tension force is just a scaled version of self-
gravity (but oppositely directed) and the magnetic pressure
force is just a scaled version of the gas pressure force
(although the scaling here is not spatially uniform except in
special circumstances). These two results allow us to trans-
late many known results for unmagnetized disks to the
magnetized regime by making a few simple modiÐcations to
the key formulae (see also Schmitz 1987).
By this method we are able to show the weakness in the
long-standing expectation that magnetically supercritical
conÐgurations upon Ñattening will fragment into sub-
condensations of the size of the vertical scale height. If
gravitational fragmentation occurs at all in a magnetized
cloud initially close to mechanical equilibrium, it will prob-
ably break up the cloud into only a few pieces rather than
many. Thus, dynamical fragmentation of Ñattened disksÈ
particularly if the Ñattening is due mostly to rotationÈmay
survive as a mechanism for the origin of binary and multple
star systems. But it is unlikely to be responsible for the
present-day production of stars by the cluster mode (see
et al.Shu 1987).
These comments lead us to the following speculation.
Apart from induced e†ects, star formation in present-day
molecular clouds may have only one spontaneous modeÈ
the Ðrst stage of which is the quasi-static fragmentation of a
cloud into many cores by ambipolar di†usion. However, the
succeeding stages may di†er in dispersed and crowded
environments.
In a dispersed environment, like the Taurus molecular
cloud (see the individual small cores producedMyers 1987),
by ambipolar di†usion may su†er little interaction with
each other. They are then gravitationally free to evolve to a
pivotal central concentration, beyond which they collapse
from inside out to form individual (single or binary) stars of
relatively low mass. Global fragmentation into two or more
pieces has the best chance of occurring, we believe, in the
disequilibrium conditions (thermal and mechanical)
reached shortly after the onset of the magnetized rotating
collapse, in the centrifugal disks that accumulate near the
center before much of a star has appeared at the origin. In
other words, the obstacle to fragmentation presented by the
condition of the equilibrium itself may be surmounted by
the removal of that equilibrium by passage through a
(gravomagneto) catastrophe.
In a crowded environment, like various parts of the
Orion molecular cloud et al. the(Lada 1991 ; Welch 1996),
contracting cores are subject to the gravitational attraction
of neighboring cores. Although low-mass stars (single and
binary) may condense more or less undisturbed from the
cores at the peripheries of the larger overall cloud, the indi-
vidual small cores may merge in the central regions of the
conÐguration, yielding a single, dense, large core. At any
given time, the large core could have substantial spatial
Ñuctuations associated with incompletely absorbed small
cores. When the dense large core itself su†ers a gravomag-
neto catastrophe (but now with random motions of incom-
pletely absorbed small cores contributing signiÐcantly to
the e†ective ““ gas pressure ÏÏ) and goes into dynamical col-
lapse, it may or may not fragment, but if it does fragment
(say, upon Ñattening into a rotating disk or pseudodisk), it
will probably also do so only in a few large pieces. The stars
that result from the latter process are therefore likely to
form a small compact group of high-mass stars (e.g., the
Trapezium stars in Orion). Intermediate-mass stars presum-
ably form from conditions intermediate to the two
extremes.
Observed giant molecular clouds have a notoriously
complex set of structures : cores, envelopes, clumps, Ðla-
ments, etc. Why do these structures not merge or dissolve
on timescales much shorter than the ages of the clouds? If
ordered magnetic Ðelds provide a major part of their
support against self-gravity, the two theorems of this paper
provide an intriguing partial answer to this question. For
magnetized self-gravitating conÐgurations where we may
ignore the presence of thermal pressure and rotation, our
two theorems demonstrate that any Ñattened distribution of
surface density &(-, r) corresponds to a stationary magne-
tized equilibrium state, if j \ 1 identically. The exact
balance between magnetic tension and self-gravity in such
circumstances guarantees that any distortion, compression,
or expansion of a cloud (as long as it remains in a single
plane) can persist as a marginally stable structure.
The physics of giant molecular clouds is, however, more
complex than exclusive competition between the forces of
thermal gas pressure, magnetic Ðelds, and self-gravity.
Forming starsÈthrough their winds, ionizing radiation,
and explosive deathsÈalso exert strong feedback e†ects on
their surrounding natal environment. The turbulence gener-
ated by such disturbances undoubtedly helps to give some
giant molecular clouds much of their fractal internal struc-
ture (e.g., & Bally The dynamical sculpting ofMiesch 1994).
clouds by such feedback e†ects may prove in the long run as
important for the observational appearance of giant molec-
ular clouds as the random motions of small cores or the
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fragmentation produced by direct gravitational e†ects
& Ho Getting away from external stellar(Wiseman 1994).
disturbances has motivated much of the theoretical focus
during the past decade or two on isolated regions of low-
mass star formation. To study star formation in more
cramped quarters, we must ultimately confront the com-
plications introduced by stellar feedback in a realistic
manner. The development of the appropriate tools for
doing this remains one of the biggest challenges for the
theoretical investigation of star formation in the large-scale
molecular-cloud environment (e.g., & OstrikerGammie
1996).
This work was funded in part by a special NASA Astro-
physics Theory Program that supports a joint Center for
Star Formation Studies at NASA/Ames Research Center,
the University of California at Berkeley, and the University
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